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A grain boundary (GB) “phase” (complexion) diagram is computed via a lattice type statistical thermodynamic
model for the average general GBs in Bi-doped Ni. The predictions are calibrated with previously-reported den-
sity functional theory calculations and further validated by experiments, including both new and old aberration-
corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy characterization results as well as prior Auger electron
spectroscopy measurements. This work supports a major scientific goal of developing GB complexion diagrams
as an extension to bulk phase diagrams and a useful materials science tool.
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Grain boundaries (GBs) can undergo phase-like transformations, for
example, premelting [1] or adsorption [2] transitions, which can influ-
ence a broad range of materials properties [3–5]. Thus, GBs can be treat-
ed as “interfacial phases” that are thermodynamically two-dimensional
(2-D) despite that they have thermodynamically-determined interfacial
widths aswell as through-thickness compositional and structural gradi-
ents. A new term “complexion”was introduced to differentiate such 2-D
interfacial phases from the conventional bulk phases defined by Gibbs
[1,3,4,6,7].

Phase diagrams are one of the most useful tools for materials engi-
neering. Materials scientists have long recognized that phase-like be-
haviors at GBs can often control the fabrication processing,
microstructural evolution, andmaterials properties [3,6–12]. Thus, a po-
tentially-transformative research is represented by the development of
GB “phase” (a.k.a. complexion) diagrams as an extension to bulk phase
diagrams and a generally-useful materials science tool. To support this
goal, recent studies [9,10,13–16] have extended bulk CALPHAD (CALcu-
lation of PHAse Diagrams) methods to model coupled GB premelting
and prewetting (a.k.a. the formation of nanoscale, impurity-based,
ier Ltd. All rights reserved.
quasi-liquid complexions) and subsequently constructed a class of “GB
λ diagrams” to represent the thermodynamic tendency for general
GBs to disorder at high temperatures. Although the predicted trends
have been validated with direct high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) [9,14–19] and proven useful for forecasting
sintering behaviors [9,10,13–15,20], theseGB λdiagrams are not yet rig-
orous GB complexion diagrams with well-defined transition lines. An
early report in 1999 [21] also constructed a GB complexion diagram
for Cu-Bi via a rather simple model that considered GBs as “quasi-liquid
layers” to explain the GB segregation behaviors measured by Auger
electron spectroscopy (AES), but more recent aberration-corrected
scanning transmission electron microscopy (AC STEM) observed an or-
dered bilayer complexion in Cu-Bi instead [22]. GB complexion dia-
grams with first-order transition lines and critical points have been
constructed using diffuse-interface (phase-field) [1,23,24] and lattice-
type [16,25–28] models, which have not yet been validated with exper-
iments systematically, particularly by direct HRTEM or STEM
characterization.

In this study, we computed a GB complexion diagram for average
general GBs in Bi-doped Ni, for which a recent experimental study
found ubiquitous formation of a bilayer complexion at virtually all gen-
eral GBs at 700 °C and 1100 °C [29]. Furthermore, we calculated the GB
transition lines for two special GBs based on the 0 K density functional
theory (DFT) calculations reported in two prior studies [30,31] for
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assessing the lattice model as well as representing (at least some) GB-
to-GB variations. A computed GB complexion diagram has been con-
structed for the average general GBs in Bi-doped Ni and subsequently
validated by both direct AC STEM characterization (including new AC
STEM results for a specimen quenched from 1400 °C collected in this
study, along with prior results for 700 °C and 1100 °C [29]) and previ-
ously-reported AES analysis of GB segregation [32].

The GB energy of a binary A-B alloy can be expressed as:

γGB ¼ UXS
GB−TSXSGB−

X
i

ΓAμA þ ΓBμB
� �

; ð1Þ

where Uxs is the excess internal energy, Sxs are the excess entropy, μ's
are bulk chemical potentials, and Γ's are the corresponding GB excesses
(adsorption amounts). Similar to the free-energy functions of bulk
phases, different functions of γGB can be written for different GB com-
plexions and their intersections define GB transitions, e.g., the occur-
rence of a premelting transition from one complexion with low Sxs to
another complexionwithhigh Sxswith increasing temperature or an ad-
sorption transition from one complexion with low Γ to another com-
plexion with high Γ with increasing chemical potential difference. In
this study, we focus on modeling GB adsorption (vs. prior studies [9,
10,13–15] that forecasted interfacial disordering).

Here, we adopt a Wynblatt-Chatain multilayer adsorption model
[33] to formulate an expression of γGB using an Ising type lattice
model (assuming that each lattice point is occupied by either Ni or Bi
atoms). The following expression is derived for a “general” (100) twist
GB (to represent the average general Σ ∞ GBs, for which the fraction
of “broken bonds” is set to ensure that γGB

(0)/γsurface
(0) =1/3 to match the

average value for “random” GBs in pure metals) to represent the aver-
age general GBs in Bi-doped Ni:
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Fig. 1. Calculated normalized GB energy (γGB/γGB
(0)) vs. bulk Bi composition (XBi) curves for Bi-

computed GB excesses of the solute (Γ's) at (d) 700 °C, (e) 1100 °C, and (f) 1400 °C, respectiv
lines) and the “clean” GBs (blue lines) intersect. The first-order transitions correspond to the a
the slopes in (a)-(c). Dashed lines represent the metastable regions of the complexions. The
bulk solidus line (that would occur only if the formation of the liquid phase was inhibited). N
so that a metastable critical point may exist above 1400 °C. (For interpretation of the reference
where XGB
i is the fraction of Bi atoms in the i-th layer near the GB core,

eNi-Ni (= −0.73 eV/bond) and eBi-Bi (= −0.38 eV/bond) are bonding
energiesestimatedfromatomizationenthalpies,ω [=eNi−Bi−0.5(eNi−-

Ni+eBi−Bi)] is the pair-interaction (regular-solution) parameter (esti-
mated to be 0.017 + 1.1 × 10−5 T eV/bond for Ni-Bi from the
CALPHAD data [34]; noting that the CALPHAD regular-solution parame-
ter includes the effect of a large positive strain-energy contribution for
dissolving Bi in the FCC Ni due to a large size misfit while the actual
mixing enthalpy due to the chemical/bonding effects is likely negative;
furthermore, the strain energy can be relaxed at the GB, resulting an ef-
fectively negative GB pair-interaction parameter that stabilizes bilay-
ers), z (=12) is the total coordination number in FCC, zv (=4) is the
number of bonds per atom to one adjacent (100) plane (or zv = 3 for
twist (111) GBs), P is the fraction of reconnected bonds that is set as
5/6 to let γGB

(0)/γsurface
(0) =1/3 to represent an average general GB, and

N = 2.5 × 10−5 mol/m2 is the number of the lattice sites per unit
area. ΔEels

i is the elastic energy in the i-th layer, which decreases expo-
nentially with the distance to the GB core (hi) according to:
ΔEels

i =ΔEels
1 exp[−1.01(hi/rBi)1.53], where rBi is the atomic radius of Bi

and ΔEels
1 (=0.27 eV/atom for a Bi atom on the FCC Ni lattice) is obtain-

ed from the Friedel model [33]. The equilibrium compositional profiles
are obtained by minimizing Eq. (2) (∂γGB/∂XGB

i =0), leading to a
McLean type adsorption equation for each layer:

Xi
GB

1−Xi
GB

¼ XBulk

1−XBulk
exp −

ΔHi
seg

RT

 !
; ð3Þ

where ΔHseg
i is the adsorption enthalpy in the i-th layer and its expres-

sion can be found inRef. [33]. For a set of given bulk composition (chem-
ical potentials μ's) and temperature (T), the equilibrium GB
compositional profile and GB energy can be obtained from Eqs. (2)
and (3) by minimizing γGB numerically via an iteration method. Then,

the GB excess of solute can be calculated via: Γ ¼ 2N∑
i
ðXi

GB−XBulkÞ.
Multiple complexions with different compositional profiles can sat-

isfy Eq. (3) for a give set of μ's and T (see Fig. 1 for examples); in such a
case, the compositional profile that produces the minimum γGB repre-
sents the equilibrium complexion and others are metastable. If two
complexions have the same minimum γGB, a GB transition can occur
doped Ni at (a) 700 °C, (b) 1100 °C, and (c) 1400 °C, respectively, and the corresponding
ely. GB complexion transitions occur when γGB/γGB

(0) vs. XBi curves for the “bilayers” (red
brupt increases (finite jumps) of absorption in (d)-(f) or the associated discontinuities in
dotted lines in (c) and (f) represent the supersaturated (metastable) region beyond the
oting that the metastable GB transition is nearly continuous at 1400 °C, as shown in (f),
s to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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between them and it is first-order if first derivatives of γGB are discon-
tinuous at the intersection.

Fig. 1 displays computed normalized GB energy (γGB/γGB
(0)) and ad-

sorption (Γ) vs. bulk composition (XBulk) curves for Bi-doped Ni at
three different temperatures. Here, γGB

(0) is computed to be ~1.26 J/m2

for the average general GBs in pure Ni, which is consistent with experi-
ments (~1 J/m2) and DFT calculations (1.2–1.4 J/m2) [30,35,36]. At each
temperature, the GB undergoes a first-order phase-like (complexion)
transformation with increasing bulk composition, from a “clean” GB to
a bilayer; here, both the “clean” GB and the bilayer are nominal as the
actual GB excess (Γ), which varieswith the chemical potential, is around
the nominal value of 0 or 2 monolayer(s) (Fig. 1). These GB transitions
are first-order, as indicated by the discontinuities in the slopes in the
γGB/γGB

(0) vs. XBulk curves and finite jumps in the Γ vs. XBulk curves. The
first-order GB transition also occur at 1400 °C, but above the solidus
line, so that the bilayer is not an equilibriumcomplexion. It is interesting
to further note that themetastable GB transition is nearly continuous at
1400 °C (see Fig. 1(f)); thus, a metastable critical point may exist above
1400 °C in the supersaturated region. Likewise, high-order complexions
may exist in the supersaturated region (beyond the bulk solid solubility
limits). In general, several other types of complexions [1,3,4,6,7] may
exist in other alloys with different thermodynamic parameters; in the
current case, however, bilayers and “clean” GBs are the only two equi-
librium GB complexions predicted from the lattice model for Ni-Bi,
which is consistent with the experimental observations discussed
subsequently.

The lattice typemodels have several limitations. They do not consid-
er possible structural changes atGBs (by placing all atomson the lattice)
and rely on empirical parameters. Thus, we further compare this model
with two prior DFT calculations [30,31] that consider the detailed atom-
ic structures (for selected special GBs at T=0K). Fig. 2 (a) and (b) com-
pare the (γGB − γGB

(0)) vs. chemical potential difference curves for two
twist “general” GBs calculated using the lattice model and CALPHAD
data with two independent DFT calculations [30,31] for two Σ5 tilt
and one Σ3 twist GBs at T= 0 K. There are several differences between
the lattice model and DFT calculations. First, the relaxed bilayer struc-
tures obtained by DFT is less dense (with reconstructions) than that of
the lattice model and the effective regular-solution parameter at the
GB can be different (negative) due to the relaxation of the positive strain
energy, which further stabilizes bilayers. Second, ΔγGB

BL at Δμ = 0 is
higher for DFT results because of the lower Γ. Third, the Bi chemical po-
tentials in the NiBi compound obtained from the CALPHAD and DFT are
Fig. 2. Comparison of computed relative GB energies (Δγ = γGB
bilayer − γGB

(0)) of the Bi-based bila
Chatain lattice model for two general twist GBs to represent the average general GBs and (b) D
well as a Σ5(310) tilt GB using data from Ref. [31]. (c) The corresponding first-order (“c
subsequently computed for the average general GBs using a lattice model based on CALPHAD
on the prior DFT results [30,31] shown in panel (b), are plotted as the purple dashed lines in
scale). No GB transition occurs for the Σ3(111) twist GB, a low-energy GB where the bilaye
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
somewhat different (noting that the CALPHAD data were fitted
referencing to the bulk compound so that the relative chemical poten-
tials are likely more relevant). Finally, the lattice model is designed to
represent the average general (Σ ∞) GBs, whereas DFT calculations
were conducted for special Σ5 tilt GBs and for the lowest-energy Σ3
(111) twist GB [29–31]. Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that the
relative stabilities of the “clean” vs. bilayer complexions at the average
general GBs represented the latticemodel are between the two DFT cal-
culations for Σ5 (210) and Σ5 (310) tilt GBs [30,31] (Fig. 2), which will
be discussed further subsequently.

The differences in DFT calculations represents at least some of the
anisotropy of GB complexion transitions. Calculations using the lattice
model represent “average” general GBs. In fact, computed Δγ vs. Δμ
curves are almost identical for two types of general twist GBs (Fig.
2(a)), both of which were selected to represent average general GBs,
implying the robustness of this lattice model.

Furthermore, we used the DFT results (obtained for T=0K) report-
ed in two prior studies [30,31] to estimate the complexion transition
lines at finite temperatures using the following approximation:
Xclean → BL ≈ Xsolvus⋅exp(−Δμ BL-NiBi/RT), where the Xsolvus is the solvus
composition calculated by CALPHADandΔμBL-NiBi is the chemical poten-
tial difference calculated by DFT at T= 0 K; this equation assumes that
the Ni-Bi forms a regular solution and ΔμBL-NiBi is constant independent
of temperature. We further plot the two GB transition lines estimated
based on the two prior 0 K DFT calculations for Σ5 (210) and Σ5 (310)
tilt GBs [30,31] in the bulk Ni-Bi phase diagram, alongwith the GB tran-
sition line calculated from the latticemodel for twist general GBs, in Fig.
2(c). These three GB complexion transition lines represent some GB-to-
GB variations, as well as errors from different models and data; we fur-
ther note that the bilayer complexion is completely unstable at the low-
energy Σ3 (111) twist GB (Fig. 2(b)), which represents an extreme case
of anisotropy. Significant GB-to-GB variations in GB transitions, as par-
tially illustrated in Fig. 2, are well expected.

Nonetheless, all three calculated transition lines in Fig. 2(c) by differ-
ent methods and/or for different GBs follow the same trends. The com-
parison with GB transition lines estimated from prior 0 K DFT
calculations for two Σ5 tilt GBs suggest the computed GB transition
line for the average general GBs is reasonable. Thus, the lattice model
predictions are consistent with/supported by DFT calculations.

Finally, we have constructed a GB complexion diagram for the aver-
age general GBs Bi-doped Ni in Fig. 3, which shows the stability regions
for two complexions – a nominally “clean” complexion and a bilayer
yers at Ni GBs as functions of Bi chemical potential ΔμBi at T = 0 K using (a) a Wynblatt-
FT calculations for a Σ5(210) tilt GB and a Σ3(111) twist GB using data from Ref. [30] as
lean” to “bilayer”) GB phase-like transition lines at finite temperatures, which were
data and for two special Σ5 GBs using a simplified approach (described in the text) based
the bulk Ni-Bi bulk phase diagram (where the bulk composition, XBi, is in a logarithmical
r does not form. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the



Fig. 3. A computed GB complexion diagram, along with the corresponding STEM images that experimentally verified the prediction for three selected compositions on the solidus line
labeled in the diagram. Black solid lines represent bulk phase boundaries and purple dashed line indicates the first-order GB transition line computed from a lattice model using
CALPHAD data for the average general GBs in Bi-doped Ni. The observation of bilayers in Bi-saturated specimens at 700 °C and 1100 °C was reported in Ref. [29] and the STEM
characterization of Bi-saturated specimens at 1400 °C that confirmed the occurrence of GB transition is a new result of this study. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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complexion (represented by two different colors in Fig. 3) – separated
by the first-order GB transition line (the purple dashed line) computed
from the latticemodel. Our prior study has already demonstrated viaAC
STEM high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) imaging that bilayers
form ubiquitously at solid-liquid coexistence (along the solidus line)
at 700 °C and 1100 °C [29]. In this study, the lattice model (Figs. 1 and
3) further suggested that bilayer should vanish at T N ~1300 °C along
the solidus line for general GBs. To verify this prediction, we conducted
an additional experiment to anneal a Ni polycrystalline specimen in di-
rect contactwith an equilibriumBi-Ni liquid at 1400 °C and subsequent-
ly quenched it to preserve its high-temperature GB configuration. The
TEM specimenswere prepared by a focused ion beamand characterized
with AC STEM. Electron backscattering diffraction was used to ensure
the selected GB is a general GB. Here, we adopted the same experimen-
tal procedure as that in the prior study [29], except for a specimen
annealed and quenched at/from a higher temperature of 1400 °C. The
HAADF STEM image, as shown in the top-right corner of Fig. 3, verified
the prediction of the computed GB complexion diagram, i.e., the bilayer
vanished.

The occurrence of a first-order GB transition from nominally clean
GBs to nominal bilayers in the single phase region is also consistent
with a prior AES study of GB segregation by Chang and Huang [32],
who found that a first-order GB transition occurred at ~400 °C in
Ni + 90 wt. ppm Bi (i.e., XBi ≈ 0.0026%) specimens, which falls almost
exactly on the calculated transition line in the complexion diagram
shown in Fig. 3, although the observed transition temperature was
higher than that predicted in Fig. 3 for specimens with a higher Bi con-
tent (meaning that the slope of the GB transition line suggested by that
AES study was higher) [32]. Overall, the agreements between the com-
puted GB complexion diagram for the general GBs (Fig. 3) and various
experiments (both STEM and AES) are satisfactory.

In summary, we have computed a complexion diagram for the aver-
age general GBs in Bi-dopedNi using a latticemodel and CALPHAD data.
The computed results are critically assessed with two earlier reports of
0 K DFT calculations. The computed GB complexion (phase) diagram
has been systematically validated with experiments, including direct
AC STEM characterization (both previously reported data for specimens
quenched from 700 °C and 1100 °C [29] and a new experiment on a
specimen quenched from 1400 °C) and an early AES study of GB segre-
gation [32]. In addition to the earlier development GB λ-diagrams that
can forecast the trends inGBdisordering and related sintering behaviors
at high temperatures [9,14,15,17–19], this study constructed amore rig-
orous (yet simple) GB complexion diagramwithwell-defined transition
lines that can be verified by experiments. Future research should be
conducted to compute and validate other GB complexion diagrams to
realize a potentially-transformative scientific goal of systematically con-
structing GB complexion diagrams as a new materials science tool.
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